Coffee
Table

Components

1×

Round Table Top
OR
Oval Table Top

4×

Legs

8×

Fasteners

1
Align
the legs

Starting with table top
facing down, align each
leg with the sets of holes
on the bottom of the
table (one at a time.)

2
Secure
the legs

Insert fasteners into
the two holes on each
leg. Hand-tighten each
fastener to secure the
legs to the tabletop (x8).

3
You're
done!

Don’t be shy – we’d
love to see your
table’s new home!
@floyddetroit
#thefloydcoffeetable

WARNING

ASSEMBLY:
Use extra caution when assembling and
have someone assist you. Do not change the
specifications or modify this product or use for
any other purpose beyond its intended use as a
table. Incorrect assembly can cause product to
fail and cause personal injury. Double check that
all fasteners are tightened before use. Use caution
and have someone assist you when flipping over
the Table.

CONTACT

Have a question,
comment, or suggestion?
Just want to say hi?

hello@floydhome.com
FLOYDHOME.COM

USAGE:
Remove all packaging before first use. Check
periodically that all fasteners are securely
tightened. Be aware that fasteners may become
loose with prolonged use. Do not drag the legs
on floor. The legs and Tabletop are only intended
for use as shown with The Floyd Coffee Table. The
Table is only meant for use indoors. Do not load the
Table with more than 150 lbs. Sitting, standing
or leaning on product may cause risk or personal
injury. Inspect fasteners and metal legs regularly.
Replace if fasteners are damaged, or if metal parts
are worn, rusted, bent, deformed or damaged. Do
not attempt to detach legs while table is upright/
standing. Do not attempt to move or flip the
table over without assistance. Failure to observe
recommended practices such as loading beyond
capacities can result in unsafe usage conditions
and product damage or personal injury.
CHILDREN:
Exercise caution when children are near or using
table. Do not allow children to loosen, remove, or
play with the fasteners or metal legs. Do not allow
children to climb on, sit or stand on top of, or play
underneath the Table. Keep all packaging and
parts away from children. There is a risk of
choking and suffocation.
CARE:
The table is made from birch plywood finished in
a water-based polyurethane clear coat. For daily
cleaning, use a damp cloth with a dab of dish soap or
vinegar. For anything tougher, use vinegar diluted
in water. Wipe the table dry after cleaning, and
never let standing water remain on the surface for
an extended period of time. Potted house plants
may leave water marks on the table if left for an
extended period of time. We suggest using watertight pots or plastic drainage trays and frequently
cleaning the area under the pot. The surface is made
from real wood and as such may fade over time in
direct sunlight.
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Visit the Floyd Shop
The Floyd Shop
1948 Division St. Suite 101
Detroit, MI 48207

FLOYDHOME.COM

